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T H E  E D I T O R S

South Dakota History at Forty

A Retrospective

This year, South Dakota History, the quarterly journal of the South Da-
kota State Historical Society, enters its fortieth year of publication, af-
fording us the opportunity to take a look back through the pages of 
our own history.
 While the society began its publishing work in 1902 with the first 
volume of the biennial South Dakota Historical Collections series, the 
first issue of South Dakota History did not appear until the winter of 
1970. At the urging of Robert H. (“Bob”) Lee and other members of the 
State Historical Society Board of Directors, Dayton W. Canaday, the 
society’s newly installed director, launched the journal with himself as 
editor and manuscript curator Michael Evangelist as assistant editor. 
Canaday and the board had clear expectations for the new publication. 
“The purpose of the quarterly,” its first editor wrote, “is to provide an 
additional educational tool for our citizens and to provide a stimulus 
for research and writing.” The journal would publish new scholarship, 
providing an incentive for university professors, graduate students, 
professional historians, and the best amateur historians throughout 
the state and country to work on South Dakota topics.
 The first issue reflected the high hopes and standards of the jour-
nal’s creators. Its table of contents reveals that Canaday himself, histo-
ry professors at the University of South Dakota, and a graduate student 
named Jerome A. Greene, now a widely respected and published histo-
rian who recently retired from the National Park Service, contributed 
articles. That first issue also contained “Dakota Images,” a feature that 
remains in place forty years later. Inside the back cover of each issue, a 
historical figure of importance to the state or region has been profiled 
in a short essay accompanied by a photograph, beginning with the La-
kota leader John Grass. By the end of the journal’s fortieth year, nearly 
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The inaugural issue of South Dakota History featured a western-
themed cover and articles by authors who are now recognized as 
prominent historians of the state and region.  

150 South Dakotans will have been featured. Individuals as diverse as 
famed author Laura Ingalls Wilder, World War II pilot and South Da-
kota governor Joe Foss, African American homesteader and film maker 
Oscar Micheaux, and female baseball umpire Amanda Clement have 
all graced the final page of South Dakota History.
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 Canaday and Evangelist edited just three issues of the nascent jour-
nal before a new editor, Cathryne Lalim (now Johnson) joined the pro-
gram. Lalim immediately influenced the look of South Dakota History, 
changing the production from a saddle-stitched booklet without a 
readable spine to the perfect-bound book-style journal that continues 
to the present time. Lalim’s spell as editor was also short-lived, howev-
er, and within six issues, she had moved on to the Colorado Historical 
Society to edit its journal, Colorado History.
 For the next six years, Jan Dykshorn served as editor, working be-
neath the asbestos-wrapped pipes that ran through the basement of 
the Soldiers’ and Sailors’ World War Memorial building opposite the 
state capitol. There, state government had carved out a small space for 
a desk within the public documents section of the State Historical So-
ciety library. Such cramped and unhealthy working conditions were 
part and parcel of the society’s poor funding situation. The building 
was not air-conditioned, and during summer, temperatures often sat 
uncomfortably in the high eighties.
 Beginning with Volume 3, Number 2, and running through Volume 
9, Number 1, Dykshorn worked grueling twelve-hour days, often seven 
days a week, gradually improving the quality of the journal and its ar-
ticles. She instigated the still-maintained practice of checking authors’ 
facts and the vast majority of the footnotes in an effort to ensure the 
historical accuracy and integrity upon which South Dakota History has 
built its enviable reputation. During Dykshorn’s six-year tenure, her 
position was upgraded from manuscript curator to journal editor, and 
the magazine’s advisory board of editors came to take on a more visible 
role. While the board had been in place from the beginning, it did not 
begin to take a refereeing or peer-review role until the 1980s. 
 Nancy Tystad Koupal replaced Dykshorn as editor in 1979, when 
Dykshorn likewise moved on to Colorado. Koupal immediately at-
tempted to change the appearance of the journal, arguing for a change 
from the garish typestyle of the title, but her status as a rookie meant 
she had to bide her time. Within the body of the journal, however, 
Koupal managed to make a significant early addition called “Dakota 
Resources.” This semiregular feature continues to the present day. 
It showcases collections within the society’s own holdings as well as 
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Editor Jan Dykshorn worked from 1973 through 1978 in her tiny office in the basement 
of the Soldiers’ and Sailors’ World War Memorial Building.

within repositories throughout the state and region for researchers to 
consider using in their work.
 Within a few years, Koupal had managed to raise the profile of South 
Dakota History to a level whereby its pages contained, in sequential 
volumes, Michael L. Lawson’s meticulously researched article on In-
dian land heirship issues and William T. Anderson’s groundbreaking 
study of Laura Ingalls Wilder. Both of these articles won Ray A. Billing-
ton Awards from the Western History Association for the best journal 
articles in the nation on western  history— a true honor for the quarterly 
and its editor.
 Jeanne Kilen Ode, the current managing editor of the journal, joined 
Koupal as her assistant on a volunteer and part-time basis in the mid-
1980s before gaining a full-time position in 1987. During these years, 
free-lance staffing and new technologies allowed Koupal and Ode to 
experiment with layout and look, leading to significant aesthetic and 
stylistic improvements in the magazine.
 In 1989, the years of cramped working conditions ended when the 
Pierre offices of the South Dakota State Historical Society moved into 
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In this 1984 photograph, editor Nancy Tystad Koupal holds the journal’s second Ray A. 
Billington Award. With her are State Historical Society board member Fred Lillibridge 
(left) and Dayton Canaday, under whose leadership South Dakota History began. 

the Cultural Heritage Center north of the state capitol. In these new 
quarters, the publications staff, which now included part-time edito-
rial assistants Joan Anderson and Laura Ries, was in the final throes of 
a five-year project to edit and produce a comprehensive index for the 
forty-one-volume South Dakota Historical Collections series, which had 
been discontinued in 1982.
 In 1989, the staff also contributed to the state centennial celebration 
with a special volume of South Dakota History. Each of the volume’s 
four issues covered topics significant to a quarter-century segment of 
the state’s one hundred years and featured articles solicited from estab-
lished and respected historians. Of these, Gilbert C. Fite’s exceptional 
work on the mechanization of South Dakota agriculture won a third 
Ray A. Billington Award for South Dakota History. The journal was, at 
the time, the only publication to have received this prestigious award 
three times.
 Despite the success such awards represented, tough economic 
times in the late 1980s and early 1990s forced a reduction in the size 
of the journal to roughly eighty  pages— from a high of one hundred 
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Koupal (right) addresses her staff in the publications office of the spacious new Cultural 
Heritage Center, pictured here soon after the building’s completion. At left are then-
assistant editor Jeanne Ode and, facing away from the camera, editorial assistant Laura 
Ries.

 eighty— and cut its frequency to three times a year. Such reductions 
did not limit the quality of the journal, however, and award-winning 
articles continued to appear in its pages regularly, including James D. 
McLaird’s work on Martha (“Calamity Jane”) Canary, which he later 
revisited in Wild Bill Hickok and Calamity Jane: Deadwood Legends, 
published by the South Dakota State Historical Society Press.
 In 1995, to commemorate the publication’s twenty-fifth year, the 
staff produced and published a cumulative index to South Dakota His-
tory. This index has served as a valuable research tool over the years, 
and work on a forty-year index, to be available in both print and online 
editions, is now underway. 
 Continuing the award-winning success of earlier years, the late nine-
ties also brought two new national honors. In 1996 and 1999, articles 
in South Dakota History took home highly acclaimed Spur Awards for 
Best Western Short Nonfiction from the Western Writers of America 
for Fred Erisman and Patricia L. Erisman’s “John Sylvanus Loud and 
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the Pine Ridge Campaign of 1890–1891” and Carlton L. Bonilla’s “A 
South Dakota Rendezvous: The Sturgis Motorcycle Rally and Races.” 
 Beginning in the mid-1990s, subtle aesthetic changes to layout and 
style were periodically introduced to reinvigorate the look of the jour-
nal while maintaining its traditional format. In fact, the editors were 
responding to the wishes of readers as expressed in answers to a sur-
vey they had conducted on whether the magazine should shift from 
the six-by-nine-inch “book” size to the larger “magazine” format that 
other history journals had adopted. Readers overwhelmingly preferred 
keeping the “classic” South Dakota History look. 
 By the year 2000, improved funding allowed South Dakota History 
to return to its full four issues a year and to adopt the ninety-six-page 
format that continues today. Since that time, the talents of freelance 
designer Omega Clay have kept the journal’s appearance fresh, and the 
expertise of editorial assistants Missy Slaathaug, Carol Olson, Jennifer 
L. Littlefield, and Rodger Hartley at various times throughout the past 
decade has proven invaluable.  
 In 2004, Jeanne Ode took over the role of managing editor from 
Koupal, who had established the South Dakota State Historical So-
ciety Press within the society’s Research and Publishing Program, an 
endeavor that gradually required more time and effort. Ode has con-
tinued to maintain the journal’s high standards, and more awards have 
followed during her tenure, including a Michael P. Malone Award from 
the Western History Association for Suzanne Barta Julin’s essay “Art 
Meets Politics: Peter Norbeck, Frank Lloyd Wright, and the Sylvan 
Lake Hotel Commission” in 2003 and a third Spur Award for David A. 
Smith’s “Owen Wister’s Paladin of the Plains: The Virginian as a Cul-
tural Hero” in 2008. Another new occasional feature, “Historical Mus-
ings,” was introduced during this time, as well, giving working histori-
ans a forum to reflect on various aspects of their craft. 
 As South Dakota History enters its fifth decade of publication, it is 
also entering the modern digital world. Beginning soon, readers and 
researchers will have online access to back issues of the journal through 
the State Historical Society’s web site, as well as through the services 
of EBSCOhost. These new venues will make the journal available to 
a wider audience and will allow for a complete electronic archive of 
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issues, which, in turn, will provide the data for a searchable and up-to-
date index. 
 While no one knows what the future holds, South Dakota History 
and the State Historical Society have a distinguished past of encour-
aging research and publishing it for future generations to use. We are 
indebted to those who had the foresight to establish the journal and 
to our predecessors in the editorial chair who labored to develop its 
potential. We are also grateful for the dedicated authors and readers 
whose support makes this publication possible, and we look forward 
to more memorable achievements in the years to come. 
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